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ABSTRACT
Polarized IR-absorption spectra were measured on inclusion-free spots, 50 µm in diameter of
(100)-, (010)-, and (001)-oriented single-crystal plates of orthorhombic cordierites extracted from
anatectic granitoids and their pegmatite from the western part of the Ukrainian shield. In the range
3100–2700 cm–1, the spectra display four weak (αlin ≤ ca. 7 cm–1) and sharp (∆ν1/2 ≅ 20 cm–1) bands
typical of the antisymmetric and symmetric stretching modes of CH3– and –CH–2 groups of aliphatic
hydrocarbons, CnH2n+2 (νas,CH3 at 2951–2959 cm–1 , νas,CH2 at 2920–2923 cm–1 , νsym,CH3 at 2871–2874 cm–1 ,
νsym,CH2 at 2850–2851). All bands are polarized in the ac-plane of orthorhombic cordierite. In the temperature range 123 ≤ T (K) ≤ 573, the degree of polarization decreases as temperature increases. The
band polarizations and their temperature dependence ensure that the hydrocarbons are incorporated in
the cordierite matrix, i.e., in the ca. 5.8 Å wide cavities of the c-parallel channels of the crystal structure.
The concentrations of alkanes, CnH2n+2 from band intensities, are between about 20 and about 100 ppm,
corresponding to about 0.7·10-3 and about 2.3·10-3 molecules per formula unit cordieriite. Evaluation
of the averaged intensities of the antisymmetric as well as symmetric C-H stretching vibrations of either
species, CH–3 and –CH2–, yields a ratio of 1:1 between them consistent with n = 4 only, realized in butane
C4H10 or in a butane-rich mixture with n = 4 on average and concentrations between 0.7 × 10–3 to 2.3 ×
10–3 molecule pfu. Polarizations as well as molecular and cordierite-cavity sizes are consistent with an
allocation of butane molecules in the channel cavities of the cordierite structure, with the molecular
axes of butane predominantly parallel to b.

INTRODUCTION
Cordierite is a framework alumosilicate with the general
chan
. It is abundant in
formula (Mg,Fe2+)[6]
2 [(Al2Si)Al2Si4O13]·n X
high-temperature medium-pressure metapelitic rocks, especially of the granulite and high amphibolite facies. The crystal
structure (Bystroem 1942; Gibbs 1966) of nearly all cordierites found in nature is orthorhombic with space group Cccm
and Z = 4 formula units per unit cell. It contains six-membered
tetrahedral rings, the point symmetry of which is not far from
6/mmm. Such rings are stacked over each other along [001].
They are interconnected by additional, (Al2Si)-centered tetrahedra to form a framework that contains, in the “dense structural parts” outside the rings, distorted coordination octahedra,
compressed along the internal [111], which allocate the magnesium-, iron- and, if present in subordinate amounts, other
cations of appropriate size.
The stacking of the tetrahedral rings along [001] produces
channels that run parallel to c and have “bottlenecks” of about
2.5 Å diameter at the heights of the mirror plane of the rings,
and large cavities between them, with maximum extensions of
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about 5.4 or about 6.0 Å along [010] or [100], respectively
(Armbruster and Bloss 1982). These channels may contain
nX chan-constituents as sodium and/or potassium-ions (cf.
Schreyer 1985), Fe2+ as reported by Goldman et al. (1977), or
volatiles as molecular water first discovered by Farrell and
Newnham (1967) and CO2 (e.g., Armbruster and Bloss 1982).
In most cordierites such channel constituents Xchan occur in
small amounts not exceeding n = 1.
The molecular channel constituents are related to the composition of the coexisting fluid phase (Johannes and Schreyer
1981) during its formation or at closing temperature of diffusion of the respective molecular species. Because this fluid
phase may contain hydrocarbons, as obvious from the composition of fluid inclusions in cordierites (Voznyak 1998,
personnal communication) and coexisting minerals (e.g.,
Konnerup-Madsen 1988), the question arises whether such
molecules may also be incorporated in cordierite channels.
Mass spectrometric analyses of the gases released on heating
of cordierites from various P,T-regimes, yielded among other
species, hydrocarbons (Zimmermann 1981) or CH4 (Kurepin
et al. 1986). Infrared absorption spectra obtained on KBrpressed pellets of powdered cordierites from Dervio-Colico/
Como, Italy, displayed C-H vibrations of aliphatic hydrocarbons (Mottana et al. 1983). In all these cases, there exists no
proof that the hydrocarbons are indeed occluded in the cordierite channels.
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